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Duality appears in various phases of string theory. As for the gauge group of the
ten dimensional heterotic string theory
1)
, the weight lattices of gauge degrees of freedom
of E
8
(observable) sector and E
0
8
(hidden) sector are dual so that it is natural for a four
dimensional string theory with this duality to result from the theory.





translation group to reduce the space-time dimensions. When we represent







(I = 1:::16) of the left-moving
bosonic variables, the representation of the translation group in the gauge degrees of
freedom is so-called a Wilson line a
I









= 0 mod 1. Such a dual Wilson line as a = (a; a) where a is an 8-d
shift vector on top of the E
8
lattice brings about same gauge group with mutually dual
weight lattice to the two sectors.
The toroidal compactication, however, leads to four dimensional string theories with
gauge groups of rank 22 and N=4 supergravity
2)
. In order to break the large symmetry,
we can follow the orbifold compactication. The scheme makes use of space group S
whose elements consist not only of a translation v but also of a twist  which is an
element of point group. For the bosonized NSR fermions, the twist  is expressed by
e
2i





where m is an integer and N is the order of orbifold restricted to one of integers
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12
3)
.
In fact, the twist breaks down also the duality and it is impossible to nd out a dual





gauge degrees of freedom. The reason is as










































(I = 1::8) are all even or all odd integers in an
orthonormal base and x
2
must be a multiple of eight. Also modular invariance condition






) = 2k; (2)








= 4(kN+ 1) + 4m(m+ 1): (3)
If the order N was even, the r.h.s. was not a multiple of eight and the modular invariance





orbifolds, we have looked for dual shifts which give non-abelian gauge




with dual Wilson lines which gives such groups exists.
It is possible, whether the order N is primary or not, to map neither an overall
element of S nor a twist to a dual shift through a modular invariant embedding, because
the modular invariance condition ( 2) for a shift V
I
f
applies also to the shift v
I
. Here
if we respect the duality, it is necessary to insist that space-time of extra dimensions is
not directly compactied to a orbifold but to a torus T
6
with a dual Wilson line at rst.
To verify the possibility, we investigate SO(10) GUT models with a dual Wilson line
on Z
6






































which obey modular invariant con-
dition (2) and SO(10) invariant conditions that R  V
f
i











6= 0 mod 1 for roots R
0





as a shift v
I











pick out combinations with a dual Wilson line and examine massless matter elds given
by the shifts. The detail of massless conditions and Z
6
singlet condition that physical
elds must satisfy is found in Ref.3),4).









so that axial anomaly related to weak hypercharge Y of matter elds automati-
cally vanishes. We can assign 16 of the SO(10) to quark, lepton elds and assign 10 to
two Higgs doublets, respectively
4)
.
We choose spectra which contain just three generations of 16 except for pairs of 16
and 16

. We exclude models with chiral anomaly with respect to the gauge group of
the hidden sector and so-called T-duality anomaly
5)
. Up to now, we have obtained three
models on Z
6
-I orbifold. For one of the models, we give the shift v
I
, the Wilson a
I
and
the spectrum of matter elds to the Table I, where 
k
represents the k-twisted sector.
The gauge group of the hidden sector is SO(10)  SU(2).
(Table I)
When we suppose a model on torus with the dual Wilson line in the table, we get
N = 4 dual E
6
 SU(3) model with matter elds of the adjoint representation in
both observable and hidden sectors.
Also, the other two models are given by the Wilson line of the table, while the shifts
4
which lead to the models are v =
1
12




( 3; 3; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 2; 2; 0; 0; 2; 2). The gauge groups of the
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